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Customer Reviews
A lovely piece for saxophone with piano accompaniment. My copy was used, and there were some fingering markings in the piano part, but other than that it was like new and in good condition. Some awkward page turns in this printing, definitely need to copy at least a couple pages for performance uses.

Great audition piece. For upper end highschool players looking to establish a rep. Definitely a good idea to listen before buying to ensure it offers what you are looking for. Printed well on good paper. As a fledgling concert saxophonist myself, I would recommend it.

Audiences love this piece, which I have played both with piano and orchestra. Make sure you have a terrific accompaniment for the Great Bee, a moto perpetuo for the last movement.Note that this is one of few female-composed pieces for saxophone.

Challenging classical alto sax solos? Yes indeed. This has a-lot of en-harmonics especially in the first of the five movements!!! This is a great classical alto solo for the serious alto sax players out there
This is an awesome piece for any Saxophonist wishing to test their abilities. This piece is written so well, and is beautiful when played correctly (: It is also perfect for auditions and very impressive. This piece will remain one of favorites.

good print, good delivery. no info about return info and corner came a little little bit bent but its not a problem at all.

just what we needed to replace a music instructors book that my daughter damaged
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